Plumbclick Now Stocking Magna Cleanse RapidFlush Filters
Plumbclick, a leading online supplier of plumbing supplies, heating and bathroom equipment appliances,
announce that they are now supplying Magnacleanse rapidflush filters.
Online PR News â€“ 21-July-2011 â€“ Essex, United Kingdom (11 July, 2011) Plumbclick, a leading online
supplier of plumbing supplies, heating and bathroom equipment appliances, announce that they are now
supplying Magnacleanse rapidflush filters.
Â
Plumbclick are a leading online supplier of plumbing supplies due to their competitive prices and high quality
products. Whether a person is looking for a heated towel rail, a gas combi boiler or electric water heaters,
Plumbclick can offer the best products for the most affordable prices, and are dedicated to providing a
valuable customer service at every stage of the order process.
Â
Plumbclick has recently announced that they are now supplying Magnacleanse rapid flushfilters on their
website. Magnacleanse rapidflush filters can be added to a central heating system to ensure it runs
efficiently, and as it can diminish low moving sludge this will ultimately save a customer 90% off their heating
bills. This fantastic product has been specifically designed for industry professionals so they can deliver the
best system cleaning and maintenance solutions.
Â
A spokesperson for Plumbclick commented: Here at Plumbclick we are delighted to provide our customers
with Magnacleanse rapidflush filter which increases magnet strength by 33%. We are also proud to announce
that for a limited time only the rapidflush filter special pack is available which includes the Magnacleanse and
Magnaclean 22mm, and this can save a customer 40 off their order.
Â
For more information on Plumbclick and the Magnacleanse rapidflush filter, visit their website at
http://www.plumbclick.co.uk/ or telephone 0844 8000 932.
Â
About Plumbclick:
Â
Plumbclick is an Essex based independent online plumbing service, providing plumbing supplies such as
boilers, heated towel rails, shower pumps, water heaters and more. They have a variety of plumbing
apparatus styles which can be incorporated into modern and traditional bathrooms, living rooms and kitchens.
Â
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Contact:
Simon Brown
Plumbclick
Unit 7, Commerce Way
Whitehall Industrial Estate
Colchester,
Essex,
CO2 8HR
Tel: 0844 8000 932
pr@clickconsult.com
Â
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